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“Our marriage is in danger and we want to save it.” 
 
 
The ultimate goal is to save four marriages at any cost.  
The journey is significant – both physically and mentally. In the television series “How Far Will You Go for Your 
Marriage” four couples undertake an 600-kilometre pilgrimage, which also works as a four-week-long mental journey 
with the main theme being: Saving the Marriage  
 
The route the couples will take is best known as Camino de Santiago, with Santiago de Compostela is the final 
destination. 
 
Can the couples’ mental wounds heal, while physical ones appear on their feet? Can the physical effort of walking at 
least 25 kilometres a day help clear a path for the problems which the four couples face? Can all eight participants find 
resolutions to their issues and complete the pilgrimage in order to renew their vows and say YES to each other once 
more. 
 
The pilgrimage itself is not the only challenge the four couples will face. On the way, they will face tasks, assignments, 
exercises and therapy that will help them save their marriages. The viewer will follow the participants on every step of 
this incredible journey and during the eight episodes in the series.  
The viewer will experience a new type of reality show - one that merges reality television with couple’s therapy and the 
theme of married life. During the course of the series, the couples will also act as sounding boards for one another. 
 
The couples will be cast to represent a variation in the types of problems people may experience in their marriages. For 
this reason, the couples won’t be featured in equal amounts in every episode. 
 
Each episode revolves around the issues of one or more couples, while the couples who represent other issues act as 
sounding boards. This gives the couples with the featured issues an opportunity to listen to the advice of people who 
aren’t experts, but who may have sensible solutions to the featured problems based on their own experiences. 
Everything is kept in check by the show’s therapist and the competent editors who are working behind the scenes. 
 
The goal is to reach a solution and to gain the right tools with which to work on the marriages. This, along with the 
determination to make progress in their relationship, will help save the marriages of the four participating couples. At 
the same time, the series are meant to inspire the viewers to take action in their own relationships, in order to spark a 
new way of thinking and change the unfortunate divorce statistics.  
 
Naturally, each episode is very personal since they are carried by the problems and experiences of the couples. But at 
the same time, the series is broad-based, because the problems with which couples in crisis struggle are actually rather 
similar. Every episode will feature elements and ideas which we all recognize and which we can all learn from. 
 
Each episode focuses on one or more specific themes which are established once the final casting has been done: 
family, children, finances, sex, health/personal hygiene, individual/shared goals, communication, jealousy, forgiveness, 
development. 
 
Footage of the amazing landscape of the 600-kilometre pilgrimage will be used throughout the series. There are highly 
entertaining and inspiring challenges and countless episodes that bring us right up close to people undergoing marital 
crises. The sky is literally the limit in these surroundings and we always see solutions and hope ahead. 
 
Style: The show is a new mix of reality and therapy, filmed in one of the most beautiful locations in the world. The series 
makes use of several reality features in a discrete manner. During the course of the trek, which takes place over a series 
of eight episodes, we follow the four couples’ physical and mental 600-kilometre journey, interspersed with numerous 
arranged activities on the way.  
 



In each episode we will witness how reality and therapy merge through the use of planned assignments, the 
collaboration between the four couples, and the look of the show and manner of the interviews.  
 
The show be run by two helpers: 
 
The host: Drives the process. The host will be both friend and challenge the Couples And will work closely together with 
the Theraphist. 
  
The therapist: Will be in charge of setting the agenda for each episode and will be responsible for therapy sessions and 
assignments. Puk will follow up through interviews and conversations. And will do theraphisessions with the couples. 
 
The six couples: 
 
We will cast six couples who wish to make their marriages work, but are at a point where both parties have realized that 
their relationship has gone off the rails. Usually one party wants it more than the other, and one party sees more 
problems than the other, but both of them have acknowledged the problems, disagreements, feelings of being stuck 
and bad habits. They want to make it work, but they don’t know where to go from here. The fact that they are ready to 
share their lives and experiences with us is implicit in the casting. 
    
The cast must be able to be away from their children (if they have any) for four weeks. 
 
We will look for participants partly among the following segments:  
 
The well-off: The busy career-couple who seldom put their phones down and rarely have time to talk.  
 
 
The uneducated: With messy homes and messy lives, the socially vulnerable have very little excess energy in their daily 
lives. 
 
The conventional couple: The couple from the provinces follow traditional gender roles and rarely discuss their feelings. 
 
The overly communicative: They talk everything to death and everything is based on feelings and emotions. But why do 
they have problems when they are so good at communicating?  
 
The unfaithful/flirts: The couple who has, or is, experiencing infidelity that hasn’t been forgiven. 
 
The parallel couple: The couple where the parties lead parallel lives.  
 
The odd couple: The couple whose backgrounds and values are obviously different, but who still found love – at least 
for a while. 
 
We will most likely find that some of the couples contain several of these very simplistic descriptions, and we’re 
therefore sure to end up with four amazing and different couples. 
 
Information about themes and exercises: 
 
On the way, the couples will be asked to complete various tasks. 
 
All the tasks or exercises are meant to demonstrate what the couples’ weaknesses are, as well as initiating talks and 
therapy and generally gaining greater insight. 
 
The exercises could be anything from white water rafting, which will test how well the couples work together, to ten 
minutes of silently looking into their beloved’s eyes, as a way of rediscovering the peace and love that used to be there.  
It could also be a trust exercise in the form of paragliding or a romantic dinner to rekindle the flame. 
 



The exercises always have a concrete goal or conclusion, so that the rather more fickle effects of the therapy are made 
more measurable.  
 
One of the challenges might be to get rid of an old grudge. This could be an act of infidelity, or another hurtful act 
which is continuously brought up when the couple argues. How far would you want your partner to walk in exchange 
for you never mentioning it again and forgiving him/her? And is your partner willing to do it? The participant will then 
be sent out on a walk by him/herself – perhaps 75 kilometres - and only when the task has been completed will the 
couple be reunited. Both the walker and the partner will use this time to reflect. 
 
In some challenges we will split up the couples into groups of men and women, or ask them to swap partners in a 
strictly platonic manner, or have them invite their spouses out on dates or give each other massages. There will also be 
challenges that focus on finances or child-rearing, but as a rule the challenges will always be measurable. 
 
Some of the challenges will also be related to the pilgrimage the four couples are on. It could be a location or a person 
they meet on the way whose help they need to complete the assignment, etc.  
 
Information about walking as a form of therapy: 
“Walk and talk” is a well-known form of therapy, and we don’t have to walk very far with other people in order to 

appreciate how simple and often liberating it is to converse while walking. “Walk and talk” is used by numerous 

therapists, but also as a management tool, where meetings, 

 


